Before the Alcoa recruiters get here, this word... OF ALL the college and university graduates hired by Alcoa in the past 10 years, 95 per cent still are working prosperously for Alcoa.

TO PUT it bluntly, only a small minority of applicants—by virtue of aptitude, initiative and personality—can qualify for Alcoa. But you may be one of them. You have nothing to lose by finding out. First step may be to call your placement officer today to arrange for an Alcoa interview on November 4.

The TEP's bounced back to blank the Phi Delts stopped Theta Chi 7-0. Fijis blanked Tau Epsilon Pi 21-0 and Saturday as both won their third straight victories. In the final game of the season, Sigma Nu topped Kappa Epsilon 18-6. The TEP's posted scores in the second and fourth quarters while holding Phi Epsilon at bay.

Sigma Nu turned back Sigma Chi in its first game of the season, routing Delta Upsilon and Delta Tau Delta, 38-8 and Alpha Epsilon Pi 26-0.

Both teams played outstanding defensive games as evidenced by the score. SAE had previously smashed Phi Kappa Sigma for a safety to give Senior House a 2-0 lead in the first period, but Phi Beta Epsilon and the Phi Gams set the "A" crown and the "B" laurels.

In League I play, Grad House won its first game of the season, beating Delta Kappa Epsilon 18-6. The TEP's posted scores in the second and fourth quarters while holding Phi Epsilon at bay.

The Phi Gams and Phi Delts set the stage for what could be one of the best contests of the season at last Saturday as both were their third straight League I games last weekend. The Phi Masked Tau Epsilon T 7-6 and the Phi Delts stripped Theta Chi T-0. The TEP's bounced back to blank AEP 7-0 Sunday.
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NEW DUAL FILTER

Tarelyon

DUAL FILTER

DOES IT!

it filters as
no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner Filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... (deft)

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the main thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

SAE Senior House Win IM Grid Titles

Two league champions were named and a third league tie appeared certain as fourth round intercollegiate football action was completed last weekend.

Sigma Alpha Epilson ended their season and won the League IV title with a 60-10 victory over previously unbeaten Pi Lambda Phi. The win was the third in a row for SAE, which has allowed just eight points while piling up 69 against their victims. Delta Upsilon and Delta Tau Delta, both owners of 5-0 marks before Sunday's encounter, battled to a 6-6 tie in their League I scrap. Both teams have one game remaining to decide whether they both win, a playoff would be necessary.

Senior House II downed Phi Mu Delta 14-6 to cop the League VII crown with four wins against no defeats.

DU Deadlocks Delts

An exciting fourth quarter that ended in a Delta drive to the BU 16 yard line highlighted the battle for League I supremacy. BU drew first blood, scoring in the first quarter on a 50 yard pass from Paul Oldsland, '61, to Jeff Pauls, '61. The Delt's, fighting back on the steady passing of Terry Bray, '62, evened the game in the third period on a 5 yard pass from Bray to Don Michael, '62. Bray's pass for the go-ahead point was blocked, and the score stood at 6-6.

Main factors in the deadlock were the accurate passing of Bray, comparatively poor Delt blocking, and excellent blocking and timing by the big BU lines led by Joe Crowley, '61, to Karl Josephy, '61, put Senior House ahead in the last seconds of the half. Both teams played outstanding defensive games as evidenced by the score. SAE had previously smashed Phi Kappa Sigma 13-0 and Epsilon Pi 26-0.
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